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Abstract
This experimental study deals with the mechanism of spoilers that cause scouring around pipelines. The design
methodology was applied to spoilers for accelerating pipelines that undergo self-burial into the sand-bed and
evaluated using approaching experimental analysis. The experimental study was conducted to investigate the selfburial ability of submarine pipelines with two types of sand-bed models: silt and sand. Spoilers of different
heights were attached to the top of the pipeline for each experiment case. The relationship between the relative
scour depth and spoiler height was evaluated by applying different flow velocities and sand diameters and comparative analysis was performed with values obtained from similarity experiments and theory. The experimental
study will be useful in establishing a database for the design of spoilers.
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1. Introduction
Submarine pipelines are adversely affected by the marine environment. Especially, current velocity is relatively high in shallow water where pipeline installation and operation are expected. Flow around submarine
pipelines transforms the sand-bed according to local scour induced vortex shedding and results in additional
static or dynamic loads on pipelines, with potential structural damage. Consequently, special regard is required in the design and maintenance of pipelines that are fully capable of accomplishing coastal processes
during the onset of scour.
Spoilers are convenient during pipeline installation due to the self-burial effect. Pipelines attached to spoilers experience lower pressure on the bottom, increasing the inlet velocity of the current between the sandbed and the bottom of the pipe to a velocity faster than normal. After the pipeline descends, the current delivers soil and sediment cover to the top of the pipeline, which accounts for the self-burial of the pipeline.
Flume tests for similarity models have been conducted and compared to experimental and calculated values
for scour depth by Kjeldsen et al. (1974) and by Bijker & Leeuwenstein (1984).

2. Similarity Model
*
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Table 1 Existing pipe product for flume model test of self-burial submarine pipeline with spoiler
Scale factor ( l ) : 15

Pipe Description

Actual case/Prototype

Model case

Pipeline OD [m]

0.762

0.05

Pipe length [m]

11.25

0.75

Material density [ kg / m ]

7850

1400

Weight [ kg ]

2950

1.45

Water depth [m]

7.5 ~ 8

0.55 ~ 0.6

Current velocity [m]

1.2 ~ 4.89

0.55

3

A recent pipeline installation with spoilers at Hangzhou bay commissioned by SINOPEC (China Petrole um
and Chemical Corporation) was used as the standard for the similarity model test. The actual applied pipe
was 30 inches of API 5L X60 Carbon steel. The designed spoiler height was one third (0.017 m) and a half
(0.025 m) of the pipe diameter with a scale factor of 15.

3. Conditions for Flume Test
The test involved two types of sand-bed models, namely silt and sand, with dimensions of 5m ´ 0.2m ´ 1m .
An acoustic doppler velocimeter was installed in the middle of the pipe to measure current velocity. The
water depth was 0.5 m, which is similar to the real water depth at Hangzhou bay. The current velocity was
also similar. A pipe model with a spoiler was placed on the surface of the sand-bed. Two types of pipe installation were considered: a fixed position pipe between the flume walls for observing the development of
scour depth over time and a second to reproduce the self-burial effect by the pipe which allows an up and
down motion. The inlet current model circulates in one direction in the flume.

Fig. 1 Difference in flow pattern around a pipe after applying spoiler

Fig. 2 Schematic of flume experiment of scour around pipeline with spoiler
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Table. 2 Experimental conditions for scour around submarine pipeline spoiler
Scour condition

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Spoiler height [cm]

0

1.7

2.5

Spoiler height/Pipe diameter [D]

0

0.3

0.5

Pipe diameter [cm]

5

Sand diameter [cm]

0.012 & 0.028

Water depth [cm]

50

Steady flow velocity[m/s]

55

Incident angle of flow [Degree]

90 °

Set up pipe

Free & Fixed

4. Revised Kjeldsen's Empirical Formula
The relationship between pipeline diameter and scour depth can signify the relative scour depth ( S / D )
in one direction of the current. Kjeldsen (1974) proposed an empirical formula to calculate the scour depth
using the parameters of relative scour depth ( S ), flow velocity ( V ), and pipeline diameter ( D ).

S = 0.972(

V 2 0.2 0.8
) D
2g

(1)

Table. 3 Time phase of scour depth after applying spoiler
Set up
pipe

Sand diameter
(cm)

Incident current
heading angle( ﾟ)

Height of
spoiler(cm)

Set up
pipe

Sand diameter(cm)

Incident current
heading angle( ﾟ)

Height of
spoiler(cm)

Fixed

0.028

90

0

Fixed

0.028

90

2.5

Time phase

15 sec

Time phase

15 sec

Time phase

120 sec

Time phase

120 sec

Time phase

2400 sec

Time phase

2400 sec
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Bijker and Leeuwenstein (1984) developed a revision of Kjeldsen's empirical formula by applying sand
diameter as a governing parameter.

S = 0.972(

V 2 0.2 0.78
) D d50 0.44
2g

(2)

5. Result of Flume Test
Fixed position of pipe denotes occurring definite difference of scour depth according to spoiler installation. During the same time phase, below two (2) test cases demonstrate spoiler induce to develop severe
scour depth. A pipe with spoiler which is 2.5 cm of height that developed scour depth about 10 cm after
2400 seconds passed. On the other hand, another pipe which has no spoiler, barely less than 5 cm of scour
depth is developed after 2400 seconds passed.
Also diameter of sand involves different development of scour depth. A sand bed case which consists of silt
has an advantage to being transport by flow easier because of its less mass. Silt sand bed case its average
grain diameter is approximately 0.012 cm that induced deeper scour depth than another case, which average
grain diameter is 0.028 cm.
Table. 4 Time phase of self-burial of pipe after applying spoiler
Set up

Sand diameter

pipe

(cm)

Incident current
heading angle( ﾟ)

spoiler(cm)

Height of

Set up
pipe

Sand diameter
(cm)

Incident current
heading angle( ﾟ)

Height of
spoiler(cm)

Free

0.012

90

2.5

Free

0.028

90

2.5

Time phase

15 sec

Time phase

15 sec

Time phase

120 sec

Time phase

120 sec

Time phase

2400 sec

Time phase

2400 sec
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Fig. 3 Scour depth around pipe with 0.5 diameter spoiler on erodible sand bed:
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Fig. 4 Comparison of scour depth by experimental and
Kjeldsen's empirical value; Sand diameter 0.012 cm, No spoiler
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Fig. 5 Comparison of scour depth by experimental and
Kjeldsen's empirical value; Sand diameter 0.028 cm, No
spoiler

7. Conclusion
This study employed an offshore pipeline model with a spoiler to observe scour depth development from
various angles. The governing parameters were current velocity ( V ), spoiler height ( L ), and sand diameter
( Ds ). The following conclusions were reached after experimental analysis.
1) Increasing the height of the spoiler induces the development of scour depth on a large scale.
2) Rapid current velocity of about 0.6 m / sec , which is a severe case, results in the deepest scour depths in
the experiment.
3) The most effective self-burial effect and scour depth development occurred with a spoiler height of
2.5 cm .
4) Smaller soil particles such as silt with a diameter of 0.012 cm show the most severe development of
scour depth due to rapid sediment erosion.
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